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Patients complaining of chest pain go to the emergency department in 6 million cases each year because of acute 
coronary syndrome (ACS). Acute coronary syndrome has extensive guidelines and standards, but triage accuracy is low 
and patient care is delayed frequently. To reduce patient mortality and morbidity rates, triage nurses must have sufficient 
acute coronary syndrome knowledge to be competent in rapid recognition and medical assistance. The Synergy Model 
was used in this study to see if emergency department triage nurses can correctly determine patients at risk for acute 
coronary syndrome. Nurses who met the study's inclusion criteria were given a Knowledge Assessment Questionnaire 
with 12 closed-ended questions at three emergency departments in general hospitals. The percentage of correct 
responses varied from three (25.00%) to ten (83.30%), with a mean of 7±0.13 (58.30%) and a confidence interval of 0.04 
(6.96, 7.04).No one in the study received an accuracy score of 84 %.With their questionnaire responses, an independent 
t-test revealed that the individuals' years of ED experience were significant (P = 0.005). The value of this relationship was 
obtained using simple linear regression 1.191 ± 0.4520.This study helps to bridge the gap between existing research and 
practice protocols by providing enhanced preparation for ED triage nurses to enhance acute coronary syndrome 
detection and therapeutic procedures that is critical for acute coronary syndrome patient outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) have been the 
leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for 31% of 
all deaths, and the annual death toll is expected to rise to 
23 million by 2030 (Zhao, Liu, Wang et al. 2019). The 
CVDs prevalence have been on the decline in high-
income countries for some time. CVDs, on the other hand, 
are becoming more prevalent in developed countries 
(Ruan, Guo, Zheng et al. 2018). Due to rapid urbanization, 
the lifestyles of the Gulf countries have undergone 
tremendous changes, including increased unhealthy food 
consumption and sedentary behavior (Alhabib, Batais, 
Almigbal et al. 2020). As a result, the prevalence of CVDs 
among Gulf people has increased (Ahmed, Hersi, 
Mashhoud et al. 2017). CVD is becoming a major public 
health issue in Gulf countries such as Saudi Arabia, where 
CVD is projected to be responsible for more than 45% of 
all deaths in Saudi Arabia(Aljefree & Ahmed, 2015).It is 
estimated that the annual direct and indirect costs for 
these diseases will total $316.6 billion in 2016-2017 
(Fonarow, Keech, Pedersen et al. 2017; Virani, Alonso, 
Benjamin et al. 2020).  Atherosclerosis, which is a partially 
or completely clogged coronary artery that averts blood 
rich with oxygen from getting the damaged heart muscle, 

causes cardiac disease (Dhankwala, Gavsane, Ghuli et al. 
2018). Multiple coronary arteries are frequently affected at 
the same time by this atherosclerotic process. Ischemic 
heart muscle is caused by compact or obstructed flow of 
blood to the cardiac muscle supplied by the affected artery 
or arteries, resulting in pain signals being sent to the 
nervous system (Campbell, De Silva, Macleod et al. 
2019). When these pain sensations occur, patients 
typically seek professional assistance at an emergency 
department (ED) (Weeks & Edna Jones, 2017). After 20-
30 minutes, it is expected that the affected heart muscle 
would be damaged if the obstruction is not resolved and 
patency of the blood vessels is not restored(Buja, 2015). 
This is why medical professionals and health-care 
organizations are working hard to reduce patients' time to 
reperfusion. 

Although health care professionals' efforts to raise 
awareness and preventive measures, approximately 6 
million visits to the ER are related to chest pain, making it 
the second most common complaint in the ED (Chang, 
Fischman, & Hollander, 2018). An estimated 350,000 
patients die during the acute stage of acute myocardial 
infarction or heart attack each year out of the one million 
those diagnosed with acute myocardial infarction or heart 
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attack(Guo, Su, Chen et al. 2020). The duration between 
the beginning of symptoms and the opening of the 
coronary artery is directly associated to patient mortality 
and morbidity in both percutaneous coronary intervention 
(PCI) and thrombolytic treatment (Chang et al. 2018).  
Early detection and treatment of heart attacks improves 
the prognosis of heart attack patients, similarly, a larger 
proportion of heart attack patients who are eligible for and 
undergo PCI within 90 minutes after arriving at the 
hospital (Weeks & Edna Jones, 2017). Within this period, 
reperfusion is now only feasible to 88.6% of eligible 
patients (Weeks & Edna Jones, 2017). 

 Emergency departments are responsible for speedily 
identifying patients with ACS and those whose chest pain 
is caused by non-cardiac reasons using evidence-based 
practice (EBP).A triage nurse is the first contact point with 
patients in the emergency department, so it is critical for 
them to be able to identify these urgent cases quickly 
(Masuku, 2019). Using the patient's initial assessment, 
triage nurses determine what treatment should be 
prioritized for the patient and emergency departments are 
expected to follow EBP guidelines for ACS patients 
(Magnusson, Herlitz, & Axelsson, 2020). Therefore, the 
objectives of this study are to identify the knowledge 
required by triage nurses in emergency departments to 
identify patients at risk for ACS in a timely and accurate 
manner. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Studydesign 
This study utilized a descriptive, cross-sectional, 

correlational design.  

Study Setting 
The study was conducted in the emergency 

departments at largest governmental hospitals in Hail City, 
located in the northwestern region of the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia.  

Sampling /Participants 
A non-probability convenience sampling was applied 

to recruit the potential participants because of the 
accessibility and availability of the target population. The 
inclusion criteria were ED nurse be (1) agreeing to 
participate in the study, (2) voluntarily participate in the 
study, (3) ED experience of at least a year, and (4) who 
are now employed in a triage position. Nurses who do not 
work in triage and have less than one year of experience 
in the emergency department will be excluded from the 
study. 

The sample size was calculated prior to data 
collection using the G*power software version 3.1. The 
researcher estimates the sample size on the basis of a 
desired power = 0.80, a present α = 0.05 and medium 
effect size (0.15). The final sample consists of 50 
participants to strengthen the study findings.  

Study Instruments 

The Knowledge Assessment Questionnaire 
Weeks, Johnson and Jones (2017)created the 

Knowledge Assessment Questionnaire (KAQ) using 
evidence-based practice standards, which consisted of 
twelve closed-ended questions. The researchers from the 
study confirmed that the reliability of the questionnaires is 
excellent based on the Cronbach alpha analysis of KAQ 
short form which was 0.89 (Weeks et al. 2017). The 
Cronbach alpha for the KAQ in the current study was0.93. 
This indicated that the questionnaires of the current were 
trustworthy. This questionnaire was validated using 
content validity methods by a panel of five experts in 
nursing critical care specialties filed from supporting 
University and no modifications need. The index of 
content validity in the current study was 0.87. 

Data Collection Process  
Institutional Review Board approval was obtained 

from university of hail and from participated hospitals. The 
researcher met with the nursing office at every hospital to 
explains the aim of the study. Online questionnaires were 
developed using Google forms and the nursing office 
submitted the questionnaires to ED nursing in the each 
hospital using their nurses-mail addresses that are 
registered in the nursing office. Invitations to fill out the 
questionnaires were distributed by E-mail to all nursing. 
The questionnaires remained available for online 
responses for six weeks. At the end of weeks two and 
four, the nursing office sent a reminder email to all nursing 
reminding them to participate if they had not already done 
so. The questionnaires closed after six weeks following 
the initial invitation E-mail. The email contains an invitation 
to nursing. This invitation included a consent form as well 
as an informational letter for participants. Nursing were 
asked to select the "I agree and do consent" option at the 
bottom of the consent, which means they have provided 
consent and have chosen to participate. Nursing who had 
agreed to participate saw a questionnaires window 
appeared. The questionnaire consists of 19 questions in 
total. Each questionnaire took about 15 minutes to fill out. 

Finally, the researcher reviewed the number of 
responses received and contacted the nursing office to 
request that the link be sent to the nursing multiple times 
to achieve the required sample size. The data was 
collected between May and June of 2022.  

Data Analysis 
The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) 

SPSS®-PC version 28 For Windows was used to analyze 
the data. For all statistical analysis, the level of 
significance was set at.05. Data analysis, consisting of 
both descriptive and inferential analysis. Descriptive 
statistics were used to define the demographic features of 
the sample as well as the instruments of the study. 
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Cronbach’s alpha was computed to assess the internal 
consistency reliability of the instruments used in the study.  

The Unpaired t- test was used to examine the 
difference between the two groups in the mean level of the 
knowledge. Male and female, and between married and 
unmarried. One way–ANOVA will be used to examine 
significant differences in the mean level of the knowledge 
across age groups, educational levels, and years of 
experience. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey HSD test 
will be performed to find out where these differences exist. 

A standard multiple regression analysis is the primary 
statistical analysis was applied to answer the research 
questions of this study. A series of multiple regression 
analyses will be run to examine the predictive variables 
namely demographic variables (gender, years of 
experience, marital status, education and age) on 
dependent variable (level of knowledge). The researcher 
used the “Entry method” in which all predictors are 
entered into the model simultaneously. This method is 
appropriate because there are no logical or theoretical 
considerations (Pallant, 2016).  
 
RESULTS 

Demographics Characteristics 
As a convenience sample, the sample was restricted 

to RNs with experience in an emergency department, who 
work in triage, and who have more than one year of 
nursing experience. Staff members without one year of 
nursing experience or who are not registered nurses 
(RNs) in the emergency department are excluded. A total 
of 58 nurses participated for the research at King Khalid 
Hospital, 38 participated in this survey voluntarily (65% 
response rate), and two nurses who were included in the 
initial 58 departed the hospital before the study period 
ended, resulting in a population size of 56 (67% response 
rate). Of the 28 nurses who eligible for the research, 14 
completed the survey at King Salman Specialist Hospital, 
resulting in a 50% response rate. Sixty-two out of 84 
nurses matched to the sample completed the 
questionnaire, contributing to a completion rate of 62%. 

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the study sample. 
There were 45 females (86.50%) and seven men in the 
sample (13.50%).The most of the nurses in the sample (n 
= 49, 94.30 %) had a Bachelor of Science degree, with 
three nursing staff (5.80 %) with a master's degree. The 
sample did not contain any nurses with PhDs. The major 
participants (n=18, 34.60 %) had 4 to 7 years’ experience 
as registered nursing, whereas the other participants were 
relatively evenly distributed, with a total of 11 (21.70 %) of 
the samples were in each category. 

 
Table 1: Demographics Characteristics of Staff 
Nurses, N=52 

Variable Frequency % 

Hospital 

King Khalid Hospital 
 

38 
 

80.3% 

King Salman 
Specialist Hospital 

14 19.7% 

Gender 

Male 
Female 

 
7 

45 

 
13.5% 
86.5% 

Highest Level of 
Nursing Education 

BSN 
MSN 

 
49 
3 

 
94.3% 
5.8% 

Years of Registered 
Nursing Experience 

1-3 years 
4-7 years 

8-10 years 
>10 years 

 
11 
18 
12 
11 

 
21.2% 
34.6% 
23.1% 
21.2% 

 

Nurses Knowledge of Acute Coronary Syndrome 
Identification 

The pass percentage for completed questionnaires 
was determined using descriptive statistics for survey 
response analysis (Table 2). The nurses' knowledge of 
ACS recognition was assessed using the previously 
established ACS recognition knowledge competency 
standard of > 84% response correctness. 

Correct responses ranged from three (25.00%) to ten 
(83.30%), with a mean of seven (30%), and a confidence 
interval (α) of ±0.04 (6.96, 7.04). The study's standard 
deviation is 0.13. There were no highly significant passing 
scores in the study. 

 
Table 2: Characteristics of Nurses Knowledge of 
Acute Coronary Syndrome Identification 
 

Variable N Range M SD α 

Correct  
Nurses 

 Knowledge  
Survey 

 Answers 

12 
3 - 10 

(25% – 83.3%) 
7 

(58.30%) 
0.13 ±0.04 

Nurses provided the most correct responses (95.70%) 
to the question that asked why reperfusion therapy should 
be postponed for STEMI patients, demonstrating that the 
majority of participants were aware that STEMI patients 
should not delay reperfusion therapy 

The survey's two questions with the greatest rate of 
wrong answers are as follows: the first question is “the first 
ECG in individuals diagnosed with ACS frequently 
displays results that are consistent with”: (a) there is no 
diagnosis. The total sample accuracy rate for this question 
was 21.70 %.The Second question is “The intensity of 
pain in an ACS patient is most closely connected to: (e) 
none of the above. The total sample accuracy rate for this 
question was 19.60 %. 

Difference between the participants’ demographics 
and their Knowledge level 

The data was parametrically analyzed using the 
independent t-test to see if there was a significant 
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difference between the demographics of the participants 
and their level of knowledge results. When the 
participants' gender, place of work, level of nursing 
degree, and years of RN experience were compared to 
their survey score, no statistical significance was 
identified. The two-tailed P value equals 0.005 when 
comparing the participants' years of ED experience with 
their nurse knowledge level. This difference is statistically 
significant according to standard criteria. 

An analysis of simple linear regression was performed 
to explain the linear relationship between years of 
experience in emergency departments and knowledge 
level scores. The slope was calculated to be 1.191 using 
the least squares approach to get the line of best fit. 

Ethical Considerations 
The Institutional Review Board of University of Hail 

and participated hospitals approved the current study. 
Moreover, the authors were obtained official permission to 
use the study instruments. 

The ED nurses were told that filling out the surveys 
had no bearing on their work status or advancement within 
the hospital. Each ED nurse was given an invitation and 
consent form to review at the time the data was being 
gathered. Researcher guarantee nurse confidentiality and 
privacy in the study, and nurses can withdraw at any time. 

To avoid ED nurses from being personally identified. 
Personal information such as names, email addresses, or 
IP addresses will not be gathered. Note, however, that 
identifying account information, such as ED nurses email 
address, will remain encrypted to prevent anyone from 
connecting your identity to the data you provide.  After the 
data gathered and coded, the researcher kept it on a 
password-protected computer. Furthermore, the answers 
of the ED nurses in the questionnaires will be through the 
link attached in the E-mail, this link was especially created 
only for researcher no allowed to another one read the 
information, and this guarantees the privacy of the ED 
nurses who participated in the study. Thus, their course 
instructors did not know their answers. 
 
DISCUSSION 

Nurses provided the most correct responses (95.70%) 
to the question that asked why reperfusion therapy should 
be postponed for STEMI patients, demonstrating that the 
majority of participants were aware that STEMI patients 
should not delay reperfusion therapy 

The survey's two questions with the greatest rate of 
wrong answers are as follows: the first question is “the first 
ECG in individuals diagnosed with ACS frequently 
displays results that are consistent with”: (a) there is no 
diagnosis. The total sample accuracy rate for this question 
was 21.70 %.The Second question is “The intensity of 
pain in an ACS patient is most closely connected to: (e) 
none of the above. The total sample accuracy rate for this 
question was 19.60 %. 

Difference between the participants’ demographics 
and their Knowledge level 

The data was parametrically analyzed using the 
independent t-test to see if there was a significant 
difference between the demographics of the participants 
and their level of knowledge results. When the 
participants' gender, place of work, level of nursing 
degree, and years of RN experience were compared to 
their survey score, no statistical significance was 
identified. The two-tailed P value equals 0.005 when 
comparing the participants' years of ED experience with 
their nurse knowledge level. This difference is statistically 
significant according to standard criteria. 

An analysis of simple linear regression was performed 
to explain the linear relationship between years of 
experience in emergency departments and knowledge 
level scores. The slope was calculated to be 1.191 using 
the least squares approach to get the line of best fit. 

The data presented in this paper demonstrates the 
necessity for emergency department nurses to get fast 
and effective ACS training. The delivery of rapid ACS 
detection by ED triage nurses is critical to ensuring that 
ACS patients have the best possible outcomes. By not 
identifying ACS in patients during triage in the ER, medical 
response and protocol activation may be delayed, 
potentially resulting in avoidable deaths of patients. 

The ED leadership should ensure triage nurses 
receive ACS recognition training, such as the one 
provided in this survey, as part of the skills training they 
require to perform the role of triage nurse. Such training 
can increase the quality of ED triage nurses' ACS 
recognition expertise, resulting in more timely recognition 
of ACS patient features. 

In the present study, significant findings, including the 
difficulty for any of the participating nurses to achieve a 
passing score, confirmed the researcher's presupposed 
logical ties between the objective, framework, questions, 
variables, and measuring techniques. 
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